
REQUISITION APPROVAL BASICS 
 

Before an order can be completed, it will have to go through an approval process. In this process, 
requisitions are assigned to one or more approvers via steps in the workflow. Approvers review the 
document and approve or reject the document as a whole. 

ABOUT WORKFLOW 
 

The workflow process begins when a cart is submitted and continues through when the purchase order is 
sent out to the supplier. The goal of workflow is to make sure that all orders sent out are valid. For 
example, workflow may involve financial approvals. In other cases, it may verify that the certain types of 
items (such as capital assets) are ordered correctly through the system. 

Requisition and Purchase Order Approval Basics 
• The term approver is used to describe someone that is responsible for approving purchase 

requisitions. 
• In order to approve requisitions, you must have the appropriate approval permissions. 

Permissions are granted through role assignment and/or individual permissions. 
• Approvers can choose whether or not to receive notification when an order requiring approval 

lands in their “queue.” This is set up via the user’s profile. By default, approvers will receive 
emails. 

• There are two types of approvals: 1) Manual approvals, requiring human intervention, and 2) 
System approval, which is automatic. 

• An entire requisition can be approved or one or more line items in the requisition can be rejected. 
If part of a requisition is rejected (one or more line items), the remaining line items continue in the 
process. 

• Comments and attachments can be sent “back and forth” between requisitioners and approvers 
during the approval process. 

• Requisitions can be returned from Banner, to the requisitioner, for updates and re-processing. 
• If a line item or the entire requisition is rejected (by an individual or the system), the rejection 

notice will show up in PR History. If the user is set up to receive notifications for rejections, they 
will receive an email also. This email contains the rejection note entered by the approver. 

• Approvals are directed at a single individual and no one else can approve the order (unless a 
substitute is set up or the order forwarded by the approver). 

• Requisition approvals can be done via email. 


